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Abstract: The paper presents a linear-quadratic current controller with damped oscillatory terms designed for three-phase grid-tie voltage source converters used in SMES systems and operated under
distorted grid voltage conditions. Special emphasis is placed on a synthesis of an anti-windup
mechanism to prevent wind-up derived from the oscillatory terms by the use of a new active damping
loop based on a simple moving average method. As a consequence, the current feedback gain may be
increased without unwanted overshoot and overruns, and performance of the system can be improved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Large-scale grid-connected energy storage, which is capable of supporting
smooth supply on the grid is going to tip the balance of propagating the distributed
generation systems (DGS) including renewable sources. Compressed air energy
storage [1], Li-ion batteries [2], flywheels [3] and superconducting magnetic energy
storage (SMES) [4] are among the leaders in the field of modern solutions. An integral part of these systems are specialized power converters with digital signal controllers whose architecture has been developed for executing power converter control algorithms. In this paper, selected issues of the current control of grid-tie
voltage source converter (VSC) operating under distorted grid voltage conditions
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are considered with respect to the software developed for the physical 250 kVA
SMES systems (currently under construction).
Various current control strategies for grid-connected VSCs operating under distorted grid voltage conditions have been proposed [5]–[9]. In order to ensure the rejection of sinusoidal disturbances caused by grid voltage imbalance and distortion
caused by higher harmonics, selected oscillatory terms are readily used [10], [11] also
with frequency adaptation ability [12] for the DGS. During converter operation, the
control system with oscillatory terms can produce a control signal, which is not feasible without performance deterioration due to the plant input limitations. This windup
problem [13] can lead to unsafe operation.
Two main strategies to face the windup problem in the power converter control
with oscillatory terms (also referred to as resonant controllers) have been introduced in
the literature. The first idea is based on control damping of the resonator in secondorder generalized integrator (SOGI). It was presented in a voltage source inverter at
the stage of conception [14]. Next, it is adopted to current limiting strategies during
fault ridethrough of inverters [15] and used in a double-feed induction generator
rotor-side converter control in αβ coordinate, even after temporary voltage rotor limitation [16]. In the latter application, damping is controlled independently for each
resonant path, where multiple gain coefficients and multiple low-pass filters are required. The second strategy is to implement saturation in the resonant terms based on
reduced-order generalized integrator (ROGI) [17]. The three-phase current controller
with oscillatory terms implemented in stationary frames with the use of a ROGI approach is more efficient than the SOGI because ROGI requires half the states than
SOGI to be implemented. However, if the current controller with the same harmonic
compensation capability is realized in the rotating reference frame (RRF), the same
number of states is necessary [18].
In this paper, the anti-windup mechanism is developed for the linear-quadratic
(LQ) current control with oscillatory terms designed for the three-phase grid-tie
converter. The grid-side VSC control is coordinated in the RRF, where damped
oscillatory terms based on SOGI structure are used. Therefore, the concept based on
control damping in resonant terms has been adopted. A newly developed active
damping mechanism based on simple moving average (SMA) [19] method is proposed. The performance of the control system in transient and steady-state has been
verified in the simulation study.
The SMES coil can be connected to the grid by a variety of power electronic converter topologies. One of the more popular ones is based on cascade connection of
grid-tie VSC and DC/DC converter referred to as the VSC-based SMES in the literature [4] and conceptually shown in Fig. 1. In this case, the three-level neutral-pointclamped (NPC) [20] grid-connected VSC is equipped with an LC filter on the grid
side. An overview of the design of LC and LCL filters is given in [21] and is out of the
scope of this paper.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the SMES system connected to the grid via VSC

The DC/DC converter with SMES coil part is referred to as DC subsystem and its
requirements are given in Section 2. An essential part of this paper associated with the
LQ current control with damped oscillatory terms designed for grid-tie VSC is discussed in Section 3, while the numerical results are presented in Section 4.
2. DC SUBSYSTEM
The SMES is an electrical device used for storing energy in the magnetic field associated with a circulating current flowing through a superconducting coil. Due to
circulating current SMES unit can deliver energy with well-nigh instantaneous response. The maximum available power of the unit depends on the voltage of the inmax
 vdcicoil .
termediate DC-link vdc and the current of the coil icoil as follows: pSMES
The two-quadrant DC/DC chopper is an interface between the VSC and the coil
[22], [23]. The topology of the DC/DC converter is presented in Fig. 2. The SMES has
to be constructed in such a way as to ensure closed path for the coil current. For practical reasons, the coil operates with unidirectional current.

Fig. 2. The topology and control of DC/DC chopper
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The chopper consists of two branches of series connected IGBT transistor and diode. This topology ensures the closed path of the coil current for every state of IGBT
switches. If both IGBTs are in blocking state, the SMES is discharged through diodes
D1, D2 (red line in Fig. 2). If both IGBTs conduct the energy from the DC-link capacitors and charges the SMES (green line in Fig. 2). If one of IGBTs conducts the
current circulating through the IGBT and diode and no energy is exchanged between
the SMES and the intermediate DC-link (blue line in Fig. 2). In the case of standby
mode the additional bypass is used, which is more effective than closing the current
path through the diode and the transistor. Additionally, the bypass switch allows disconnecting the chopper for the maintenance operations.
The chopper operates at 2.5 kHz switching frequency. The output power of the SMES
is controlled by changing the duty cycle of the IGBT gate signals dcycle. The SMES discharge/charge mode is selected based on the sign of the required output power.
3. CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE GRID-CONNECTED VSC
The proposed control system of the grid-connected VSC is presented in Fig. 3
taking into account several assumptions.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the grid-connected VSC control

It should be noted that in physical models the SMES system is typically connected to the grid through a transformer. For the purposes of focus on VSC current
control numerical study it has been modeled as a three phase voltage source, where
the 3% unbalance and selected odd harmonics (5th – 6%, 7th – 5%, 11th – 3.0%,
13th – 2.0%, where THDu = 8.0%) are included. Moreover, in the numerical model
the DC subsystem consists of two-quadrant DC/DC converter and SMES coil is
modeled as a controlled current source on account of the fact that only selected issues of grid-side converter control have been discussed. It is also assumed that input
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filter capacitor currents ica  ia, icb  ib, icc  ic and their components in the grid
currents are not compensated. Selected parameters of the numerical model are given
in Table 1.
In the inner loop, the LQ current controller with damped oscillatory terms is applied. The control structure is designed in a positive-sequence RRF with a power grid
angular frequency ω [24], where amplitude preservation-based Park transformation is
used. In the proportional-integral path, the classical anti-windup implementation is
realized based on integral clamping [25]. The current control system is equipped with
oscillatory terms. They enable the grid-side converter to obtain a balanced and nearly
sinusoidal shape of the input currents.
Table 1. Selected parameters of the numerical model
Symbol

Value

Vdc
700 V
V
400 V
ω
100 πs–1
Ls
0.1 mH
Rs
0.01 Ω
L
0.12 mH
R
0.04 Ω
Cf
0.12 mF
RD
0.5 Ω
IDC
358 A
C
6.0 mF
Fs
4 kHz
TH-ZSS-PWM Continuous
Ts
1/Fs
kdc
1/350
ki
1/600

Description
Nominal DC-link voltage
Nominal grid phase-to-phase voltage RMS value
Nominal angular frequency of the grid voltage
Inductances of the grid
Resistances of the grid
Inductances of the input filter choke
Resistances of the input filter choke
Capacitances of the input filter capacitors
Damping resistances of the input filter
Nominal DC subsystem current
Capacitance of the DC-link capacitor
Switching frequency
Modulation type
Sampling time
DC-link voltage scaling factor
Current scaling factor

In the outer loop, a PI-type DC-link voltage controller with an anti-windup based
on integrator clamping is used. For the outer loop controller design, the closed innercurrent loop transfer function between the input signal idref and the output signal iqref is
calculated using MATLAB®. Then it is approximated by a first-order lag element.
Finally, the DC-link voltage controller is tuned using the Naslin polynomial approach
[26]. The details of PI-type DC-link voltage controller design are presented in our
previous work [27]. In order to extract the 2ω and 6ω components of the DC-link
m
voltage measuring signal vdc
, two band-pass filters (BPF2ω, BPF6ω) are used. Then the
2
6
m
, v dc
obtained components v dc
are subtracted from vdc
. In practice, first order lowpass filter (LPF) is also needed to suppress high-frequency harmonic components
caused by DC/DC converter switching transients and measurement noise.
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In order to track the grid voltage fundamental component vector angle θ
a phase-locked loop (PLL) based on two band-pass filters and delayed signal cancellation method [28] is used. In order to ensure a maximum linear range and almost optimal current harmonics a pulse-width modulation with triplen harmonic zerosequence signal (THZSS-PWM) is used. The control signals u azss , ubzss , uczss should be
between –1 and 1 due to the appointed PWM generator based on two triangular carriers covering the area from the –1 to 1. Therefore, the ud and uq control signals amplitudes are located up to U max  2 3  1.1547 .
3.1. LQ CURRENT CONTROLLER WITH DAMPED OSCILLATORY TERMS

The current control structure with oscillatory terms is presented in Fig. 4, where
Kp, KI, Kr2, Kr6, Kr12 are matrices of the state-feedback control gains in the proportional, integral and oscillatory paths, respectively.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of LQ current control with oscillatory terms and anti-windup mechanism
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The proportional current control of grid-connected VSC does not provide zero
steady-state tracking errors ed  idref  idm and eq  iqref  iqm for step type reference
commands. Thus, the current control is extended by integral terms trough the introduction of the two new variables pd and pq in accordance with

d
p x  ex ,
dt

(1)

where subscript x = {d, q}.
Similarly, in order to minimize the sinusoidal component of the error in the current
tracking caused by the voltage distortion, the oscillatory terms are incorporated. Each
of the 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th higher harmonics of the grid voltage (in natural reference
frame) usually has the largest amplitudes than harmonics above the 13th. In the dq reference frame, the voltage imbalance causes to appear as 2ω oscillations while the 5th
and 7th harmonics in abc become 6ω oscillations and the 11th and 13th harmonics
are visible as 12ω oscillations. Therefore, six oscillatory terms are incorporated into
the current control structure in parallel to the proportional and integral paths. They can
be described by the following differential equations

d (h)
r1x  r2(xh ) ,
dt

(2a)

d ( h)
r2 x  ex  (h ) 2 r1(xh )  2 (h )r2(xh ) ,
dt

(2b)

where subscript x = {d, q}, h = {2, 6, 12} is a selected harmonic order,  is a damping
factor assumed at the same level for all oscillatory terms. In order to convert the oscillatory terms from the continuous-time to the discrete-time domain, a Tustin approximation with pre-warping is used, where
H ( z ) (xh ) 

1
s

s

h
z 1
 hT s  z 1
tan 

 2 

 h Ts 
tan 

2  z 1 ,


h
z 1

(3)

and

Wx( h )  (h ) 2 ,

(4)

for h = {2, 6, 12}, while
H ( z ) (x0 ) 

where subscript x = {d, q}.

1
s

s

2 z 1
Ts z 1



Ts z  1
,
2 z 1

(5)
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Moreover, current controller designed according to the states-space approach
could have differed methods of introducing the reference input [29]. On the one
hand, the response to the reference signals idref and iqref can be driven only by the integral and oscillatory paths of the current controller. In this case, the feed-forward paths
from the reference currents are not present. The Kp part of the current controller is
driven by state signals [30]. On the other hand, the feed-forward paths from reference
currents can be incorporated. One of the possible methods for determining the gains
value in this feed-forward path is to take them the same as in the Kp matrix. In this
case, Kp part of the current controller can be driven by tracking error signals ed and eq
as it is stated in [31]. The LQ current controller with integral terms with a different
introduction of the reference input has been compared and commented in our previous
work [32].
3.2. DETERMINATION OF DAMPING FACTOR FOR OSCILLATORY TERMS

The block diagram of damping factor calculations is presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Block diagram of damping factor calculations

At the beginning, |u| is calculated in terms of coordinates given by ud, uq. For the
sensitivity level  umin  0 , active damping mechanism is activated if the module of
control vector exceeds the Umax limit.
 ,
 SL  N SL ( u )   umin
 u ,

if
if

 u   umin ,
 u   umin .

(6)

Then, the  SL signal is smoothed using FSMA filter based on SMA method to avoid
violent fluctuations in the oscillatory terms. This is accomplished using the following
formula

 SMA (n)  FSMA ( SL (n)) 

1 M
x( n  k ),
M  1 k 0



where M = Taver/Ts is a number of past samples while Taver is an averaging period.

(7)
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It is proposed here to set Taver = 0.02 s because such a period corresponds to six
peaks of 50 Hz component of the control signal waveform in abc coordinates. In order
to damp resonant term efficiently fast the gain Kζ is used as follows

   K  SMA .

(8)

Moreover, it is important to keep damping factor ζ in the rigid limits. On the one
hand, in the positive minimum ζmin = 0. On the other hand, in the maximum ζmax = 1 to
suppress no more than the border, where the oscillations disappear and term becomes
inertial. Finally, the damping factor ζ is defined as

 max ,

  N ( )   ,
 ,
 min

if
    max ,
if  min      max , ,
if
    min .

(9)

The response time of the active control damping loop strongly depends on selecting the Kζ gain which was designed by trial-and-error method.
The following method of the Kζ gain selection has been introduced. It is initialized when the LQ current controller and the DC-link voltage controller are already designed. In this paper, for the purpose of the Kζ adjusting, the appropriate
simulation scenario in the numerical model was prepared by taking into account
step variation of nominal load and 75% voltage dip in one of the phases. The Kζ
gain is selected in an iterative process. In the first iteration, Kζ = 0 has been set,
which implies ζ = 0. In succeeding iterations, a positive value of Kζ has been gradually
increased by trial-and-error method until |u| it reaches a prior set threshold 105%
of Umax. In the ideal case the threshold for |u| is 100% of Umax, but the 5% precision
level has been assumed taking into account specific conditions like a sampling time
and an accuracy of numerical calculations. The selected Kζ value has been retained
for the final simulation study some of the results of which are presented in Section 5.
3.3. STATE-SPACE MODEL FOR CURRENT CONTROLLER DESIGN

For the purposes of the current controller design, the linear state-space model (1) is
obtained using a small-signal modeling technique [30]. The linearization problem is
simplified assuming that vdc is Vdc = const and ω = const. Accordingly, the state-space
model in the dq rotating reference frame is presented as follows
d
x  Ax  Bu ,
dt

(10a)
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where
 R

A L



 vdc
idm 
 L ki
,
x
,
B


 m

R
iq 
 0
 
L



 


u d 

, u ,

v
u q 
 dc ki 
L 
0

(10b)

There are two state signals idm and iqm collected in the state vector x and two control signals ud and uq collected in the control vector u. There are also two matrices: A
– the state matrix and B – the control matrix. The disturbance matrix and the associated disturbance vector containing the grid voltages are omitted, because no feedforward paths from disturbances are considered here.
The state-space model with a state vector augmented by the auxiliary state variables collected in the p vector (integral part) and the state variables collected in the r
vector (oscillatory terms) is given by

d
xaug  A aug x aug  B augu ,
dt

(11a)

where

A aug

A0
A
I

 AI

 A I

0 2 2
A ( 2)

0 2 2
0 2 2

0 2 2
0 2 2

A ( 6)
0 2 2

0 2 2 
x 
0 2 2 
ud 
B 
, x aug  p , B aug   , u    ,
0 2 2 
0
u q 
 r 

A (12 ) 

(11b)

given that
 A
A0  
I 2 2

0 2 2 
0
, A I   2 2

0 2 2 
 I 2 2

and where W(h )  diag([(h ) 2 , (h ) 2 ])

 0 2 2
0 2 2 
, A (h )  

0 2 2 
 W(h )

for

I 2 2 
,
0 2 2 

(11c)

h  {2, 6, 12} .

Therefore, the augmented state matrix Aaug, the augmented control matrix Baug and
the new augmented state vector xaug, where: p  [ pd , pq ]T , r  [r( 2) , r( 6) , r(12) ]T and
where r( h )  [r1(dh ) , r1(qh ) , r2(dh ) , r2(qh ) , ]T for h = {2, 6, 12} are defined.
3.4. LQ CURRENT CONTROLLER DESIGN

The full-state feedback current controller has been designed using the augmented
state-space model given in Section 3.3. In order to calculate the current controller
gains collected in the matrix Kaug = [Kp, KI, Kr2, Kr6, Kr12], the LQ method is cho-
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sen. The lqrd MATLAB’s function is used, where the state-feedback law u(k) =
–Kaugxaug(k) minimizes a discrete cost function equivalent to the continuous cost function
J





0

( x Taug Q aug x aug  u T Ru ) dt ,

(12)

where Qaug = diag([Q, Qp, Qr]) and R are weighting matrices. It was assumed that
the same penalty weight is applied in both axes d and q of the current control
structure. Accordingly, weighting matrices are presented as follows: R = diag([r, r]),
Q = diag([q, q]), Qp = diag([qp, qp]) and Qr = diag(Q(2), Q(6), Q(12)) and where

q (h)
q (h)  
Q ( h )  diag   q r( h ) , q r( h ) , r 2 , r 2   for h = {2, 6, 12}.

( 2 ) ( 2 )  

In the next step, the penalty weights are selected by trial-and-error method. It has
been shown that selecting weighting factors for the LQR procedure can be reduced to
finding powers with the selected common base [33].

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The control system allows bidirectional energy flow between grid and DC subsystem of SMES. The dynamic behavior of the grid-converter VSC operated under unbalanced and distorted grid voltage conditions is summarized for comparison in Fig. 6
to Fig. 8. The energy flow from the grid to the DC subsystem takes place between 0.2 s
and 0.3 s, while from 0.35 s to 0.45 s the direction is opposite. The behavior of the
system under selected voltage dip (voltage drop in phase A down to 60 V RMS) is
shown for comparison, in Fig. 9 and in Fig. 10, where from 0.2 s to 0.4 s the energy
flow from the grid to the DC subsystem is tested. From the converter control point of
view, the three current control cases are verified in a simulation study.

Fig. 6. Performance of the control system – LQ current controller without oscillatory terms
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In the first case, the designed current controller is applied without oscillatory
terms, wherein the grid voltage, grid currents, DC-link voltages and module of control
vector are presented in Fig. 6. The control signal amplitudes are limited in transient
states. However, lack of the oscillatory terms results in unbalanced and distorted grid
currents. In the second case, the LQ current controller with oscillatory terms and without the developed active damping mechanism is used.
To illustrate the reason why the control signals go beyond the permissible limit,
the components of the control signal from individual oscillatory terms are presented
in dq reference frame. As shown in Fig. 7, the control vector module exceeds the
above Umax limit, when SMES charging is started or when SMES discharging is
rapidly stopped, which may lead to unsafe operation of the grid-side converter. In
these cases, this overrun takes place due to the transient amplitude increase of the
ud6 and u12
d signals. In the steady-state, the oscillatory terms are mainly stimulated
by appropriate higher harmonics in the tracking error of the current loop which are

Fig. 7. Performance of the LQ current control system with oscillatory terms
and without active damping mechanism, under distorted grid voltage condition

related to the grid voltage disturbances. However, in dynamic states, associated
with grid-tie VSC load variation, the idref signal changes abruptly introducing
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a wide spectrum of higher harmonic to the tracking error signals in the current
loop. Depending on the type of the disturbances occurring suddenly, the resultant
level of the individual higher harmonics in the ed and eq signals can rapidly increase or decrease, which strongly influences the response of the oscillatory terms.
As presented in Fig. 9, the exceeding of the Umax limit by |u| occurs for a short
period of time when grid-tie converter operates in the current limit caused by grid
voltage dip.

Fig. 8. Performance of the LQ current control system with oscillatory terms
and with active damping mechanism, under distorted grid voltage condition

In the third case, the LQ controller with actively damped oscillatory terms is applied. As presented in Fig. 8, the damping factor is increased significantly in the
dynamic states resulting in almost complete suppression of oscillatory terms limiting their influence on the control signals. Similarly, in Fig. 10 the damping factor is
increased to 0.2 causing a sufficient reduction of oscillatory components in the control signals. Accordingly, the grid current unbalance increases and corresponds to
the grid voltage shape.
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Fig. 9. Performance of the LQ current control system with oscillatory terms
and without active damping mechanism, under voltage dip

Fig. 10. Performance of the LQ current control system with oscillatory terms
and without active damping mechanism, under voltage dip
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As presented in Fig. 10, the grid currents are more disturbed than the corresponding
ones in Fig. 9 in the time interval from 0.2 s to 0.4 s. In Fig. 9, when active damping
mechanism is disabled, the current is closer to sinusoidal, but |u| is exceeding the Umax
limit and unwanted overmodulation occurs. If the active damping mechanism is enabled,
the oscillatory terms are actively damped and the tracking error of the current loop cannot be reduced to the level corresponding to the achieved current shape in Fig. 10. However, the unwanted overmodulation is ousted, which is a priority.
5. SUMMARY
An anti-windup strategy for LQ current control with oscillatory terms dedicated
to grid-tie VSC in SMES systems has been developed. In order to obtain nearly symmetrical shape of the grid current, the selected damped oscillatory terms linked with
most influential low-order harmonics are introduced. As numerical results demonstrate
the use of novel SMA-based method of adjusting the damping in oscillatory terms effectively contributes the to reduction of exceeding the control signals beyond the accepted
level. The anti-windup mechanism developed works quickly in dynamic states associated with VSC load variation and softly in the case of grid voltage sags, when the
converter is in the current limit. Active damping mechanism gives the ability to increase the current feedback gain without overshot caused by temporarily exaggerated
feedback from undamped oscillatory terms.
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